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Chen et al.: Clinical Effect Analysis of Compound Cerebral Peptide Injection
In order to study the therapeutic effect and safety of compound cerebral peptide injection in the treatment
of Alzheimer’s disease, meta-analysis method based on medical database was adopted to comprehensively
evaluate the clinical efficacy of compound cerebral peptide injection in the treatment of senile dementia.
Firstly, keywords were searched in the medical database for the included studies, and the inclusion criteria
and screening conditions were set. Then, the quality of the included studies was evaluated. Finally, metaanalysis, publication bias and sensitivity analysis were carried out for the included studies. In this study,
two enrolled studies and 120 patients were screened. The results of meta-analysis showed that the treatment
effect of compound cerebral peptide injection group was significantly improved compared with placebo
treatment, and the adverse reaction time of compound cerebral peptide injection group was less than that
of placebo treatment. Therefore, in the study, it has certain guiding significance for the research on the
treatment of Alzheimer’s disease in the aspect of statistics.
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In medicine, senile dementia is known as Alzheimer’s
disease, which is the first major disease of human
neurodegeneration[1]. With the changes in China’s social
and demographic structure, the aging degree is becoming
more and more serious in China. The population of the
elderly group has increased significantly. The onset age
of Alzheimer’s disease is about 50-60 y old. Due to
the above reasons, more and more people suffer from
Alzheimer's disease in China every year. Alzheimer's
disease not only seriously affects the physical and
mental health of patients, but also brings a lot of
troubles to patients and their families[2,3]. Therefore, it
is urgent to study the therapeutic drugs and treatment
schemes for Alzheimer's disease in China[4].
Compound brain peptide injection is a sterile aqueous
solution based on healthy rabbit extract and pig brain
extract, mainly composed of polypeptide (3.2 mg/ml),
monosialotetrahexosylganglioside (0.24 mg/ml) and
hypoxanthine (0.125 mg/ml)[5]. Relevant studies have
shown that monosialotetrahexosylganglioside plays an
important role in ganglioside, and it is an important part
of nerve cell membrane[6]. And other relevant studies

have proved that monosialotetrahexosylganglioside
can not only restore the biochemical and morphological
indicators of the nervous system to normal, but also
repair the injured central nervous system[7]. Other studies
have proved that monosialotetrahexosylganglioside
can maintain the enzyme activity on the cell membrane,
which maintain a balanced state inside and outside
the nerve cells, thus protecting the cell membrane
and relieving the edema and water shortage of nerve
cells[8-10]. Through experimental studies, Ranyang et al.
found that monosialotetrahexosylganglioside plays an
indispensable role in the division, differentiation and
development of nerve cells, which can reconstruct
nerve cells and change various behavioral parameters
of nerve cells[11]. Stell et al. conducted experiments
on monkeys with neurodegenerative behavior,
injected single monosialotetrahexosylganglioside
into monkeys with neurodegenerative behavior,
and found that the degeneration of treated monkeys
was slow after continuous treatment for a period
of time[12]. Numerous studies have shown that
monosialotetrahexosylganglioside
has
excellent
performance in the repair of nerve cells[13-18].
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Based on the above mentioned, monosialo
tetrahexosylganglioside can be used to treat Alzheimer's
disease caused by degeneration of nerve cells.
Therefore, through the statistical evaluation method,
compound brain peptide injection containing monosia
lotetrahexosylganglioside was studied for Alzheimer's
disease.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Research objective and data collection:
In order to ensure the comprehensiveness of the
sample set and the validity of the research results, the
objective of this research includes clinically confirmed
Alzheimer's disease. The inclusion criteria for
Alzheimer's disease in the selection of sample set were
as follows. Patients were clinically diagnosed with
Alzheimer's disease or Alzheimer's superimposition
syndrome, and had two items in motor impairment,
quiescent tremor, limb instability, and the myotonia;
patients with primary Alzheimer's disease and
complications (cerebrovascular disease, dementia,
encephalitis); patients with severe heart, lung, and
kidney disease and multiple organ failure; patients
with malignant tumors, epilepsy, and hematopoietic
diseases; patients with long-term use of psychotropic
drugs and mental disorders; patients with a history of
Guillain-Barre syndrome; Patients with severe adverse
reactions and intolerance.
The subjects were divided into experimental group and
control group. The experimental group was treated with
compound brain peptide injection. The control group
was given a placebo and did not limit the duration of
the treatment. Efficacy and safety indexes were used to
test the therapeutic effect of the subjects. Efficacy index
refers to the questionnaire survey of patients in the
experimental group after treatment. The internationally
used UPDRS scoring scale for Alzheimer's disease was
adopted to evaluate the severity of Alzheimer's disease.
Safety indicators refer to the occurrence of adverse
reactions during treatment.
Retrieval method of medical database:
In this study, existing medical databases were classified
and summarized, as shown in Table 1. The search for
keywords and topics was performed in the databases
listed in Table 1. The key words include compound
porcine cerebroside and ganglioside injection,
Alzheimer's disease or AD.
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Literature selection and effective data acquisition:
In this research, the matching of literature titles with
abstracts and contents was considered in the literature
screening process, and the documents with higher
matching were read in the next step. The screening
of the adopted literature required two evaluators to
determine whether it became the valid information,
and if there was a disagreement, it was judged by a
third person. The process of screening the literature by
two reviewers was as follows: the literature was first
evaluated by an evaluator, the main indicators of the
evaluation were the efficacy index and the safety index,
that is, the mean and standard deviation of UPDRS
scores before and after treatment and the number
of patients with adverse reactions. Then, another
reviewer reviewed the selected literature. If there was a
disagreement and still couldn’t reach a consensus after
discussion, a third person was required to evaluate it.
In case of literature data loss, ambiguity or expression
problems in the selection of literature, the third party
shall contact the author to verify the literature with
data problems. This document was not used without
the reply of the author.
Quality evaluation:
The risk of bias criteria provided by the Cochrane
Collaboration was used to evaluate the quality of
methodologies included in RCT. The evaluation steps
are summarized as shown in Table 2.
Statistical method:
RevMan5.2 software provided by Cochrane
collaboration was used to determine the risk bias
of included studies, and then meta-analysis was
conducted on the included studies. The mean or
standard deviation was chosen for the sample data
at 95 % confidence interval. Heterogeneity test was
TABLE 1: CURRENTLY USED MEDICAL DATABASE
AND SEARCH TIME RANGE
Database
Foreign
database

Chinese
database

Name
Medline
Embase
Cochrane
Web of science
Chinese biomedical
literature
VANFUN
Cqvip
China Journal Full-text
Database (CJFD)
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Search time range
1983 to April 2019
1983 to April 2019
1993 to April 2019
1965 to April 2019
1982 to April 2019
1996 to April 2019
1992 to April 2019
1997 to April 2019
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performed by Χ , and the heterogeneity test was
divided into two cases. One was that there was no
heterogeneity between the included study groups, i.e.,
P>0.1, I2<0.5. Therefore, it was necessary to perform
fixed-effect model processing on the included studies
for meta-analysis; in another case, when inter-group
heterogeneity exists, that is, P≤0.1, I2≥0.5, inter-group
heterogeneity sources could be analyzed, and subgroup analysis could be conducted on the influencing
factors that may generate heterogeneity. If there was
statistical heterogeneity between research groups, but
no clinical heterogeneity or statistical significance
of differences, random effect model analysis could
be carried out. If there was clinical heterogeneity, a
subgroup analysis was performed. If the heterogeneity
of the study was I2≥0.75 or the data can’t be searched,
a descriptive study was needed.
2

Publication bias:
When the number of randomized controlled trials
included in the literature was greater than 10, funnel

plots were used to evaluate publication bias. Funnel
plots verified the size of the bias risk according to the
symmetry of the graph. If the risk of bias was small, the
funnel plot was symmetric. If the risk of bias was large,
the funnel plot was asymmetric.
Sensitivity analysis:
Abnormal results were removed, and then metaanalysis was used again to compare the two results
and determine whether the results were stable. If the
reobtained results were not significantly different
from the previous meta-analysis results and there was
no significant change, it could be considered that the
literature had a low sensitivity and good stability. If
the reobtained results were significantly different from
the meta-analysis results or even had the opposite
results, the study was considered to be highly sensitive
and not stable. Results with high sensitivity and poor
stability should be treated with great care, and it
should note or indicate the intervention effect and the
factors influencing of the intervention effect, because

TABLE 2: STEPS TO EVALUATE THE QUALITY OF THE METHODOLOGY INCLUDED IN RCT BY THE BIAS
RISK EVALUATION STANDARD
Low risk bias
Step 1:
random
method

High risk bias
Not clear

Low risk bias
Step 2:
allocation
concealment High risk bias
Not clear
Low risk bias
Step 3: blind High risk bias
method
Not clear

According to the order of admission, subjects were coded successively and grouped by
random number sequence
Subjects were grouped according to admission order, admission number, date of birth and day
of week
The random method was not described and the original author's literature couldn’t be
verified
The person who assigned the sequence did not participate in the inclusion of cases. The
person who assigned the sequence used random numbers and sealed the numerical sequence
with an opaque envelope
The above method was not used to hide random sequences or not to hide random sequences
No mention of allocation concealment
Double-blind, the test group and control group received the drug with the same appearance,
smell
Blindness method was not adopted, or blindness method was improper, and blindness could
be broken in advance
A literature that didn’t describe the blind method and couldn’t be verified by the original
author
The failure rate was within 10 % and the intension to treat (ITT) analysis was adopted
The failure rate was higher than 15 %

Low risk bias
High risk bias
Moderate
The failure rate was between 10 % and 15 %
risk bias
Low risk bias Compared with the experimental plan, the outcome indexes of the two were identical
Step 5:
Compared with the experimental plan, the outcome indexes of the two were not completely
selective
High risk bias
consistent
reporting
The experimental plan could not be obtained, or the outcome indicators were not mentioned
bias
Not clear
in the experimental plan
Low
risk
bias
No funding from pilot manufacturers was accepted
Step 6:
conflict of
High risk bias The funding from pilot manufacturers was accepted
interest
Not clear
No declaration of interest
Step 7: final quality rating
Step 4:
incomplete
data bias

Step 8: evaluation of outcome indicators
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the source of the intervention also needs to be further
discussed and explored.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 1 is the flow chart of literature screening. It can
be observed from fig. 1 that 176 relevant reports were
searched according to keywords and themes. Among
them, there were 76 English reports and 100 Chinese
reports. By excluding the repeated reports and irrelevant
reports of animal experiments, 126 articles remained.
18 non-randomized controlled trials and 100 irrelevant
studies were further excluded, and the remaining
8 reports were included. In addition, 2 reports with
randomized controlled trial, 1 article with different
outcome indexes and 3 articles with undescribed blind
method and different control group were excluded, and
a total of 2 reports were finally included in the study.
In the three included studies, a total of 120 cases were
studied. In the 2 reports included in the study, a total
of 120 cases were studied. The intervention measures
of the experimental group were injection of compound
cerebral peptide, and the control group was placebo
treatment, which was taken for an unlimited time. The
purpose of the 2 reports was to study the therapeutic
effect of compound cerebral peptide injection on
Alzheimer's disease, as well as the long-term safety
and efficacy sustainability.
Statistics were made on the 2 included articles, as
shown in Table 3. As can be observed from Table 3,
the research objects of the two studies were 50 and 70,

Deletion of duplicates (n =37)
Experiments on animals (n=13)

Compound cerebral
peptide injection for the
treatment of senile
dementia (n=176)

respectively. The ratio of male to female in study A was
1.57:1, the age range was 40-80 y old, and the average
age was more than 60 y old. The ratio of male to female
in study B was 1.63:1, with an age range of 45 to 85 y.
The age of the cases in both studies was greater than
60 y old, and both were diagnosed as Alzheimer's
disease for more than 5 mo. In addition, the subjects in
the two studies included in the experiment group had
received compound cerebral peptide injection, or the
subjects received compound cerebral peptide injection
for more than 1 y in the last treatment.
In the inclusion study with the meta-analysis, the BRSD
dementia behavior rating scale was used to conduct a
statistical survey of patients who received compound
brain peptide injection for Alzheimer's disease, and the
scores of the motor function rating scale in the scale
were compared.
Both included studies were randomized, double-blind,
centrally controlled, and patients were followed up at
12 mo. In the included study, the experimental group
was treated with compound brain peptide injection,
the control group was given placebo for an unlimited
period of time, and treatment methods other than
injection of compound brain peptide and placebo were
not used. The treatment duration was set at 16 w in
Fischhof's[12] study and 22 w in Iwasaki's[13] study. The
BRSD dementia behavior rating scale scores were then
used to analyze the conditions in pre-treatment, midtreatment and post-treatment stages.

exclude (n=118)
Non-randomized controlled
experiment (n=18)
Content is irrelevant to
research (n=100)

Read the title and
summary first screen
(n=126)

Read the full article
again to exclude
(n=8)

exclude(n=6)
Concomitant machine control
experiment (n=2)
Different outcome indicators (n=1)
Blind method is not described
and the control group is
Different (n=3)
Finally included in
the study
(n=2)

Fig. 1: Flow chart for literature selection
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TABLE 3: SUMMARY OF BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INCLUDED STUDIES
Intervention measures
Experimental
Control
group
group

Fischhof

40~80

50

Injection of
compound brain
peptide

Iwasaki

45~85

70

Injection of
compound brain
peptide

Course/ Main solution Adverse
week
indicators
reactions

Use of
placebo

Yes

150

24

Use of
placebo

Yes

150

24

The quality of the included studies needs to be
evaluated before the meta-analysis. In this research,
the quality of the included studies was evaluated with
the bias risk assessment criteria provided by Cochrane
collaboration. Random number table was generated by
random test machine sequence in the selected included
study, and the bias risk of random method could be
identified as low risk. Since the information of study
subjects and measurers of therapeutic effect included in
the study were sealed in opaque envelopes and archived
by a designated person, allocation concealment could
be identified as a low risk. The subjects in the included
study all had lost or disappeared during follow-up. The
information on the loss of association and disappearance
was described in detail in the study. Therefore, these
information were complete for the included studies, and
the risk of incomplete data bias in the included studies
could be identified as low risk. When determining the
risk of selective reporting bias, through analysis of the
included studies, it was found that no planned reports
were written in the included studies, so the risk of
selective reporting bias could be identified as unclear.
When identifying the risk of conflict of interest bias,
it was necessary to analyze whether there was any
conflict of interest with manufacturers and merchants
in the included studies. Through the analysis of the
included studies, no conflict of interest was found, so
the risk of conflict bias could be identified as unclear.
The meta-software was used to analyze the therapeutic
effect of the experiment group and the control group,
and the results were shown in fig. 2. According to fig. 2,
the experiment group with compound cerebral peptide
injection had significant statistical significance in the
treatment of Alzheimer's disease.
The two included studies indicated the mean and
standard deviation of the BRSD dementia behavior
rating scale 10 w after the treatment. In the two
studies, the heterogeneity test P=0.46 and I2=0%, so
Special Issue 1, 2019

Dose/
(mg/d)

UPRS scale

40

BRSD
behavioral
rating scale
for dementia
BRSD
behavioral
rating scale
for dementia

Yes

Yes

Injection of compound brain peptide
Placebo

39
38

Number of people

Patient age
Age
Number
range of cases

37
36
35
34
33
32
31

A.

30

Week
1 0

B.

Week
2 6

3 12 Week
4 18 Week
5 24
Week

Injection of compound brain peptide
Placebo

20

Average

Included
studies

15

10

1 0 Week
2 6
Week

3 12
Week

4 18 Week
5 24
Week

Fig. 2: Number of subjects evaluated and mean scores of BRSD
rating at different treatment stages
(A) number of subjects evaluated and (B) mean scores of BRSD
dementia behavior rating scale at different treatment stages
Injection of compound brain peptide,
placebo

there was no statistical significance between the two
groups. By combining effect size with fixed effect
model, it was concluded that MD=–5.41 and CI=
[–5.96, –4.91], and the hypothesis result of overall effect
was p<0.000001, so MD was statistically significant.
Fig. 2 shows the number of subjects evaluated with
the BRSD dementia behavior rating scale at different
treatment stages.
Fig. 3 shows the mean and standard deviation of the
BRSD dementia behavior rating scale at each stage
of treatment in Iwasaki’s (2017) study. As can be
concluded from the figure, compared with the group
treated with compound cerebral peptide injection,
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the score of BRSD dementia behavior rating scale
was significantly improved compared with that
before treatment. In the experiment group, nearly 81
% of the Alzheimer's patients had more than a 25 %
improvement in their scale scores, and motor function
scores on the scale did not deteriorate or stagnate
before the end of treatment (up to w 16). There was
no significant change in the BRSD dementia behavior
rating scale in the control group treated with placebo,
and even nearly 55 % of the patients had lower scores
than before treatment.

treated with placebo were mainly reflected in the
degree of allergy and pain tolerance at the injection
site. Therefore, meta-analysis of related events at the
injection site was performed in the experiment group
treated with compound cerebral peptide injection and
the control group treated with placebo. Fig. 4 shows
the results of meta-analysis. According to the results
of fig. 4, the adverse reaction events at the injection
site in the experiment group treated with compound
cerebral peptide injection and the control group treated
with placebo were statistically significant (p<0.00001).

The results of the statistical F test showed that p≤0.0002,
which meant that the differences in the mean scores of
the BRSD dementia behavior rating scale at the 4th,
8th, 12th, and 16th w were statistically significant.
The effect of compound brain peptide injection was
better than that of placebo, and the motor function of
compound brain peptide injection group was improved
significantly.

The two included studies described the number of
patients with Alzheimer's who had adverse reactions
to the treatment with the compound peptide injection.
According to the analysis, in the heterogeneity test of
the two included studies, P=0.36 and I2=0%, and the
heterogeneity test results showed that there was no
statistical heterogeneity between the injection site and
adverse reactions. Therefore, the fixed effect model
was used to combine the effect size, and RR=3.14,
95 % CI=[1.94, 4.95]. The overall hypothesis results
of the effect test were p<0.00001, indicating that the
overall RR was statistically significant and the risk
of adverse reactions at the injection site caused by
compound peptide injection was statistically significant
compared with that caused by placebo.

In the literature included in the study, adverse reactions
in the experiment group treated with compound
cerebral peptide injection and the control group
Average
Standard deviation

7
6
5

The number of included studies in this research was
small, according to the requirements, bias analysis
could only be carried out when the included studies
were more than 10, so no bias analysis was carried out
for the included studies.

4
3
2
1
0

Week
1 4

Week
3 7

Week
2 6

Week
4 8

Fig. 3: BRSD dementia behavior rating scale at each stage of
treatment in Iwasaki's (2017) study
Mean and standard deviation of the BRSD dementia behavior
rating scale were compared at each stage of treatment in
Iwasaki's (2017) study
Average,
standard deviation
Experimental

In the results of the meta-analysis, it was found that
there was no significant heterogeneity in this study,
and the overall difference of results could be obtained
by combining the random fixed effect model, which
indicated that the therapeutic effect and safety
indicators were reliable.

Conttol

Mean different

Event

Total

Event

Total

12

27

3

27

15.3%

5.12[1.31,21.00]

Fischhof(1993) 23

23

14

43

84.7%

2.74[1.73,4.52]

70

100%

-5.46[-5.91,-4.31]

Iwasakiv(2017)

50

Tatal(95%CI)
Heterogeneity:Chp=0.76,DF=1(P=0.44);i=0%
Test for overall effect Z=20.4(P<0.00001)

Weight IV.Fixed.95%Cl

Mean different
IV.Fixed.95%Cl

-100
-50
Favours(experimental)

50
100
Favours(control)

Fig. 4: Incidence of adverse events after compound peptide injection and placebo treatment
Meta-analysis of the incidence of adverse events in the experiment group with compound peptide injection and the control group
with placebo treatment
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In this study, meta-analysis method based on medical
database was adopted to comprehensively evaluate the
clinical efficacy of compound cerebral peptide injection
in the treatment of senile dementia. Firstly, the medical
database was used to search the literature of the
included studies by keywords, the inclusion conditions
and screening conditions were set, and two included
studies and 120 patients were obtained. Then, quality
evaluation was conducted on the included studies, and
it was concluded that the two included studies were of
low risk in the bias risk by random methods, low risk
in the allocation of hidden data, low risk in the bias
risk with incomplete data, unclear risk in the bias risk
by selective reporting, and unclear risk in the conflict
bias risk. Finally, meta-analysis was conducted on the
included studies. The results of meta-analysis showed
that the treatment effect of compound cerebral peptide
injection group was significantly improved compared
with placebo treatment, and the adverse reaction time
of compound cerebral peptide injection group was less
than that of placebo treatment.
In this research, the medical database was used to
analyze the clinical effect of Alzheimer's disease. The
results obtained have certain guiding significance for
the clinical treatment of Alzheimer's disease. Therefore,
based on the results of this study, more diseases can be
combined with statistical methods, which will promote
the development of medical and health care to some
extent in the future.
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